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How much of our lives do we spend creating 
memories, leaving behind a trail for others to 
piece together because they don't want to forget us 
when maybe they need to do just that? It's a quiet 
and slow war we play with each other, and in the 
end, once computerized holographs have been 
brought literally into the picture, our perfect 
memories wander around speaking pleasantly about the whole ordeal without feelings (computers don't feel). 

Director Michael Almereyda (“Experimenter”) has orchestrated this dream experience in "Marjorie Prime," adapting the 
play by Jordan Harrison ("Orange is the New Black") with stars Tim Robbins and Gena Davis playing a married couple, 
Tess and Jon, who must manage Tess's mother, Marjorie (Lois Smith), a former virtuoso violinist, as she tries to recall her 
late husband Walter (Jon Hamm). Soon Tess and Jon’s daughter adopt a Chinese girl, who for the rest of her life must 
learn about her new family through the computerized holograms of each member.

Given the opening soundtrack scored by violinist and eclectic composer Mica Levi, it makes perfect sense that Marjorie's 
opening gaze across the Atlantic is filled with the tension of impending doom. A multitude of violins ring out in helter-
skelter dissonance, as she turns from the sea and enters her beach house to talk with her computerized memory of Walter. 
At first we think there is something wrong with the acting by Jon Hamm, but once we learn he is a hologram trying to help 
the aging Marjorie recall her life and her late husband, we enter that painful ordeal of piecing together broken memories 
before the waves take them away in a few receding breaths out to the sea beyond our reach.

What will be arriving our way across the seas? Marjorie must be thinking. Is it the past coming back to haunt us, or is it 
the future we fear much more because we do not know it?

Perhaps it’s the hologram of Walter who has programmed the events that will take place in the beach house for the next 
century. Recalling the dead can be a dangerous adventure using the latest technology. Seances used to send chills. Now it's 
the computer borrowed from "2001 Space Odyssey" that is invading the psyche of an entire family including the maid 
servant Julie (Stephanie Andujar).

Almereyda directs profound cinematic minimalist action images that stand alone in our memory, not as parts of a story, 
but as "answers, my friend, blowing in the wind." One of these moments is when Jon and Tess are at a bar by the beach 
trying to recall who they were before taking care of Marjorie. A sea storm breaks out and Tess calls home to check on her 
mother who is out under an archway having a smoke with maid Julie. A woman in a wheel chair starts relating concerns 
she had with her own mother oblivious that Tess is on her cell. It's as though technology has removed us from the storms 
of life and left us dangling in unfinished conversations whose only intent was to reach each other. Another moment, 
without dialogue, is when Tess and Jon are just staring at each other. Tess is on a couch. Jon is about to go upstairs to their 
bedroom. Over Tess's shoulder we watch Jon having a moment aging, knowing Tess is watching him age. He nearly 
crumbles against the wall feeling what she is watching before he turns and struggles up the stairs like an old man. Tess 
says, "Memory is unreliable because it's always in the process of dissolving." And so are we, as we continue to climb the 
stairs.
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